[The application of near-infrared diffuse reflection spectra based on the principle of linear additive in tobacco redrying formula].
In the process of analyzing and designing tobacco redrying formula using near infrared spectroscopy, a great deal of spectra for different ratio mixed samples are badly needed. However these sample spectra are very hard to obtain in the actual production process. Furthermore, for the samples of different grades it is difficult to achieve the goal of even mixing, in consequence of introducing inevitable errors. In order to solve the above problems, the present paper proposes to use "theory of even mixed spectrum" produced by linear additive near infrared spectroscopy in place of the spectra of actual mixed samples. This way can not only eliminate the errors caused by uneven mixture, but also leave out the course of mixing samples and measuring spectra and save time, effort, and material simultaneously. This article analyzes the comparison between linear additive spectra and the spectra of actual mixed samples from the following four aspects: original spectra, derivative spectra, principal components, and the data of PPF projection, accordingly verifing the feasibility and superiority of the linear additive spectra.